Do You Have the
Cartell Advantage?
Cartell is the clear choice for vehicle detection
systems that warn homeowners when visitors enter
their driveways, alert businesses when guests or
suppliers have arrived, automatically open gates
for exiting vehicles and much more. As the market
leader in technology, product quality, service and
support no one else even comes close to delivering
Cartell’s value.

For over 35 years, Cartell
has been helping customers
expect the unexpected . . .
• Expect unexpected vehicles
• Expect unexpected quality,
capabilities & service
• Expect unexpected value

Dedicated Commitment
From day one, Cartell’s mission has been to provide
customers with the best, highest value vehicle detection
systems available. Unlike other suppliers, Cartell makes
no other products. Its total focus is on continually
improving and enhancing its systems, while delivering
standard-setting service and support. As a result,
Cartell has earned and maintained its position as
the leader in its industry.

Technology Leadership
Cartell pioneered the use of magnetometer technology
in commercial vehicle detection products in 1975. This
innovative approach offered a new, highly effective
alternative to motion detector systems, which are prone
to numerous false alarms and other disadvantages. Cartell
does this with minimal disruption to the driveway. While
competing suppliers have created copycat products, Cartell
has remained the leader by constantly improving on its
technology, upgrading its features and enhancing its
systems. Year after year, Cartell continues to provide
the best quality, most dependable vehicle detection
systems on the market.

www.cartell.com

Do You Have the Cartell Advantage?

Cartell offers only commercial grade
vehicle detection systems, designed
and manufactured for maximum
dependability and longevity. Rugged
components, cables and materials
greatly reduce the failures typically
experienced by other systems from
wear and tear, lightning strikes and
environmental deterioration. Some of
the original Cartell systems installed in
the 1970’s are still functioning like new,
making dependability the number one
reason why distributors and installers
recommend Cartell.

Cartell value begins with the quality of
its design, materials and manufacturing.
It is ensured by exceptional service and
support. Cartell goes above and beyond
to make sure every product is installed
professionally and functions properly,
delivering the full range of benefits to
its customers. It is then backed by a 5year warranty – longer, by far, than any
competitor.
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Cartell vehicle detection systems lead the industry in providing
quality, value and dependability.
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Cartell vehicle detection systems stand
out from the rest by offering the most
comprehensive range of high-value
capabilities available on the market.
Cartell driveway alarms provide
customers with extensive control of
lighting, control panel settings and
other features. They can also seamlessly
integrate with security and home
automation systems. Cartell free exit
systems offer hands-free operation,
customized vehicle lead times and
much more. Every system goes beyond
the basics to deliver Cartell value.

Exceptional Service
and Support
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Industry-Leading Quality
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Superior Capabilities

Sounders inside and outside the house
alert homeowners when visitors drive up

Monitor remote
areas with a
wireless interface

At night, illuminate a path
of safety into the home
The gate automatically
opens when a vehicle
exits the property

Preferred Technologies Group

Easily add Cartell to a new or
existing home automation
or alarm system

www.cartell.com

800-223-4743

